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ABSTRACT
Dynamic taint analysis is a popular program analysis technique
in which sensitive data is marked as tainted and the propagation
of tainted data is tracked in order to determine whether that data
reaches critical program locations. This analysis technique has been
successfully applied to software vulnerability detection, malware
analysis, testing and debugging, and many other fields. However,
existing approaches of dynamic taint analysis are either language-
specific or they target native code. Neither is suitable for analyz-
ing applications in which high-level dynamic languages such as
JavaScript and low-level languages such as C interact. In these
approaches, the language boundary forms an opaque barrier that
prevents a sound analysis of data flow in the other language and
can thus lead to the analysis being evaded.

In this paper we introduce TruffleTaint, a platform for multi-
language dynamic taint analysis that uses language-independent
techniques for propagating taint labels to overcome the language
boundary but still allows for language-specific taint propagation
rules. Based on the Truffle framework for implementing runtimes
for programming languages, TruffleTaint supports propagating
taint in and between a selection of dynamic and low-level program-
ming languages and can be easily extended to support additional
languages. We demonstrate TruffleTaint’s propagation capabilities
and evaluate its performance using several benchmarks from the
Computer Language Benchmarks Game, which we implemented
as combinations of C, JavaScript and Python code and which we
adapted to propagate taint in various scenarios of language inter-
action. Our evaluation shows that TruffleTaint causes low to zero
slowdown when no taint is introduced, rivaling state-of-the-art
dynamic taint analysis platforms, and only up to ∼40x slowdown
when taint is introduced.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Dynamic taint analysis [43, 55] is a program analysis technique
which tracks the propagation of critical data between defined pro-
gram locations as the analyzed program is executed. Concrete im-
plementations of this analysis technique (we refer to them as taint
analysis applications) mark sensitive or interesting data as tainted by
attaching a taint label to it. These taint labels are propagated along
the flow of data in the analyzed application, enabling the taint anal-
ysis application to perform appropriate actions when tainted data
reaches certain analysis-defined program locations. The concrete
analysis goal determines the program locations at which tainted
data is introduced or must be reacted to. These locations therefore
differ between taint analysis applications. Dynamic taint analysis
has been used extensively to tackle problems of various fields[55].
For example, by tainting data from untrusted sources such as user
input such data can be prevented from being used in program lo-
cations at which code injection vulnerabilities may occur [20, 46].
However, previous implementations of dynamic taint analysis are
all limited to a single programming language or program repre-
sentation, and therefore fail to propagate taint when data crosses
language boundaries.

Programs today often make use of multiple programming lan-
guages [31]. For example, many dynamic programming languages
such as Python and Ruby support native extensions, that is, pro-
grams implemented in these languages can invoke native code that
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was implemented in another language like C. Similarly, by embed-
ding engines for programming languages in a common runtime,
interactions between arbitrary programming languages are possi-
ble. The popular node.js [10] framework is an example of such a
language embedding in which JavaScript, C++ and WebAssembly
code may interact. The choice of implementation languages is not
always up to application developers. External libraries are often
retrieved from public package repositories using, e.g., npm [11]
for node.js programs. However, there have been instances of such
repositories being hijacked to inject malicious code into unsuspect-
ing users’ applications [4, 5, 60, 71]. As dynamic taint analysis is
often used to detect vulnerabilities, it is paramount that attackers
cannot use the language boundary as a means to evade the anal-
ysis. Interactions between multiple programming languages are
commonly bidirectional and may involve cross-language function
calls as well as sharing of language-specific objects. To support
such interactions, and therefore to perform a sound analysis of
applications in which they occur, dynamic taint analysis needs to
be able to propagate taint across the language boundary.

So far, there has not been a common practical solution for per-
forming dynamic taint analysis on applications in which code of
multiple programming languages interacts. One approach is to com-
pile the code to a common program representation, such as native
code, and to apply a taint analysis for that representation. While
this approach can be applied to languages like C that are compiled
anyway, it is unpractical for interpreted high-level languages as it
prevents more high-level language-specific instrumentation. Taint
analysis applications for higher-level languages may instead deter-
mine the data flow effects behind a language boundary from an
externally supplied specification [33, 35]. However, especially for
larger libraries such specifications are tedious to maintain and are
not guaranteed to reflect the actually executed code. We propose
a platform for dynamic taint analysis that solves these problems
by combining language-specific taint analyses using a common
technique for propagating taint across the language barrier.

We propose language-agnostic techniques for propagating taint
that can be applied in otherwise language-specific taint analysis
applications and can facilitate their interaction. We furthermore
propose a core taint propagation semantics for features commonly
found in various programming languages to restrict the need for
language-specific instrumentation to truly language-specific fea-
tures. We implemented these techniques and semantics in Truffle-
Taint, a platform for multi-language dynamic taint analysis. Truf-
fleTaint is implemented on top of GraalVM1 [63], a virtual machine
capable of executing programs implemented in various program-
ming languages. The novelty of TruffleTaint is its ability to combine
taint analyses for various languages which may each propagate
taint using language-level instrumentation and which may use
language-specific rules for taint propagation. TruffleTaint is cur-
rently able to track taint in and between code implemented in C,
C++, JavaScript and Python, and can be extended to support addi-
tional programming languages. Rather than being a concrete taint
analysis application itself, TruffleTaint is a platform for implement-
ing taint analysis applications. To this end, it can also be extended
to support different taint propagation semantics.

1GraalVM is available at https://www.graalvm.org/.
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Figure 1: Multi-language program that leaks secret data.
Numbers in parentheses identify expressions.

In our evaluation we showcase that TruffleTaint is able to prop-
agate taint in programs implemented in multiple programming
languages, that it can propagate taint also across the language
boundary, and that it is fairly efficient in doing so. We implemented
a set of non-trivial multi-language benchmarks that apply com-
mon schemes of language interaction and propagate tainted data in
these interactions. While we originally focused on interactions of
C and JavaScript code, we also extended our benchmarks to Python
code and found it quite easy to extend TruffleTaint to also support
this additional programming language. Furthermore, we found that
in most cases TruffleTaint causes no or only little slowdown on
program code that does not operate on tainted data, while code that
does operate on tainted data is slowed down by a factor between
5% and 40.37x depending on the instrumented application.

This paper makes the following contributions:
(1) We devised language-agnostic techniques for propagating

and storing taint in language-specific runtimes.
(2) We propose a strategy for propagating taint across multi-

ple languages by leveraging a common tainting technique
employed by multiple language-specific runtimes.

(3) We defined a core taint propagation semantics for common
features of programming languages which can be extended
to cover language-specific features.

(4) We implemented our proposed technique in a prototype
platform for dynamic taint analysis on top of GraalVM.

(5) We evaluate our platform for dynamic taint analysis with
a set of well-known benchmarks regarding aspects of func-
tionality, language support and performance.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give an
overview of dynamic taint analysis and GraalVM. Section 3 de-
scribes TruffleTaint and the language-agnostic tainting techniques
it employs. Next, we evaluate TruffleTaint in Section 4. Section 5
presents our plans for extending TruffleTaint in further research.
Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Dynamic taint analysis is a common approach to preventing the
exploitation of software vulnerabilities. However, separate runtime

https://www.graalvm.org/
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environments and propagation rules make taint propagation across
language boundaries a complex problem which is unsolved by
previous dynamic taint analysis approaches. Consider the program
shown in the left-hand side of Figure 1. In the program, the getCode
function, which is implemented in Python, concatenates two String
literals and a value read from a field of an object. That field belongs
to an object that was allocated in C/C++ code and contains data
which ought not to be revealed. However, the concatenated String
value contains code that would print that value. The JavaScript code
that calls getCode uses JavaScript’s builtin eval function to execute
that code. Language interactions like this can arise, for example,
from the use of language embeddings or native extensions. Many
languages provide builtins to execute code that is generated at run
time, but using them is generally considered a security risk. In our
example, the generated code leaks confidential data, but an attacker
who is able to manipulate that data could also inject arbitrary code
to be executed. By tracking sensitive or unsanitized data, dynamic
taint analysis can prevent eval from executing code contained in
such tainted data. However, language-specific approaches cannot
reliably detect whether tainted data is introduced from another
language. Such approaches could therefore not track tainted data
from a C/C++ object across Python code to JavaScript code.

2.1 Truffle and GraalVM
Our research is based on the GraalVM platform. GraalVM is a virtual
machine capable of executing and instrumenting code of various
programming languages [63]. At the heart of GraalVM’s language
support is the Truffle framework for implementing runtimes for
programming languages. Itself implemented in Java, Truffle defines
language-agnostic interfaces for the nodes of an abstract syntax
tree (AST) and the values flowing through it. Truffle-based language
runtimes, we refer to them as Truffle runtimes, implement these
interfaces in terms of language-specific AST nodes and data types
to represent the semantic elements of their targeted programming
language. Truffle runtimes represent each function contained in
the programs they execute as a Truffle AST made up of these AST
nodes. Using Truffle’s Polyglot API, Truffle ASTs and values can be
shared between Truffle runtimes [31], which enables the interaction
of user code in different programming languages.

Figure 1 also shows the Truffle AST for our running example.
Each AST node implements an expression in the program code.
The numbers in parenthesis denote which node corresponds to
which source code expression and additionally denote the order in
which each node is executed. Nodes with white background repre-
sent JavaScript expressions, while nodes with green background
represent Python expressions. The blue box labeled obj represents
the object which was allocated in C/C++ code but is stored in a
Python scope and accessed by Python code. In contrast to regular
functions, builtins such as eval have no AST of their own, but are
instead implemented as a single node. The children of such nodes
only provide the values passed to the builtin as call arguments.

GraalVM supports executing code implemented in, among other
languages, JavaScript, Python and LLVM-based languages such
as C and C++ and enables complex interactions between these
languages [7]. GraalVM contains a Truffle runtime for JavaScript,
called Graal.js [6], as well as an implementation of node.js based

try {
onEnter();
result = onResult(node.execute());
parentOnInput(result);
return result;

} catch (Exception e) {
onError(e); throw e;

}

parent

Instr.
Node

node

Figure 2: Structure of instrumentation nodes that can be in-
serted into a Truffle AST.

on it. Sulong [51] implements GraalVM’s support for LLVM-based
languages such as C and C++ in the form of a Truffle runtime for
LLVM IR, a program representation used by the LLVM compiler
infrastructure [40]. Various Truffle runtimes for dynamic languages
use Sulong to run native extensions of programs they execute. One
such runtime is GraalPython, which executes Python code.

Truffle provides a language-independent framework for dynamic
program instrumentation [61], which has been used to implement
both language-specific and language-independent tools. This in-
strumentation framework enables analysis tools to instrument the
nodes of a Truffle AST. In support of this, Truffle runtimes anno-
tate the nodes they implement with semantic tags. A semantic tag
represents a semantic construct such as function call, literal ex-
pression or binary operation. Analysis tools can use these tags to
determine the semantics of the instrumented nodes independent
of their implementation. Semantic tags can be language-specific or
language-agnostic, and they can be defined by Truffle, Truffle run-
times or Truffle-based tools. GraalVM’s debugger back-end [39, 61],
for example, uses only language-agnostic tags defined by Truffle
such as Statement and FunctionRoot to identify nodes at which
to set breakpoints and to suspend execution during stepping [61].
Nodes can also provide additional metadata, e.g., the name of a
builtin they implement or of an object field they access. The nodes
in Figure 1 are labeled with the tags (e.g., Literal, ReadVar) and
metadata they provide.

Dynamic analyses can be implemented on top of GraalVM in
the form of Truffle-based instruments. Truffle defines instrumenta-
tion nodes which Truffle’s instrumentation framework can insert
between nodes and their original parents in the AST as shown
in Figure 2. The pseudo-code in this example illustrates that an
instrumentation node executes callbacks whenever the node it in-
struments is entered, when one of its children produces a value,
and when it returns either successfully or with an error. Instru-
ments implement instrumentation nodes for specific semantic tags
to execute instrumentation code in these callbacks. Like Truffle
runtimes, instruments can also use the Polyglot API to interact
with language-specific objects. Since the structure of instrumen-
tation nodes is language-independent, they can be used across
language runtimes. This language-independence of the underlying
instrumentation framework enables the same Truffle instrument
to support multiple languages. To do so, the instrument can ei-
ther implement language-agnostic instrumentation nodes or it can
target language-specific semantic tags of multiple languages with
specialized instrumentation nodes.

Due to its multi-lingual nature and instrumentation capabili-
ties, the GraalVM [63] platform is suited to support cross-language
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taint propagation. GraalVM supports both language embeddings
and dynamic language programs using native extensions. The plat-
form’s support for program instrumentation allows for fine-grained,
language-specific instrumentation that can be used for implement-
ing language-specific dynamic taint analyses. At the same time,
GraalVM’s support for language interoperability offers an opportu-
nity to integrate these language-specific instrumentations to also
enable cross-language dynamic taint analysis.

2.2 Dynamic Taint Analysis
Taint analysis[43, 55], also referred to as taint tracking, is a program
analysis technique which aims to detect data dependencies between
sensitive program locations. Program locations that produce sen-
sitive data are referred to as taint sources. Data originating from
a taint source is marked as tainted by attaching a taint label to it.
For each kind of operation supported by the targeted programming
language, a propagation semantics specifies a rule to determine
whether the values produced by this operation should be tainted.
For example, a rule that often appears in various propagation se-
mantics is that the result of an addition is tainted if either of the
addition’s inputs was tainted. A data dependency can be detected
when tainted data reaches certain program locations, which are
referred to as taint sinks. The selection of taint sources, taint sinks
and propagation semantics depends on the purpose for which taint
analysis is applied, and therefore varies between concrete taint
analysis implementations.

In contrast to static taint analysis that is performed at compile
time, dynamic taint analysis is performed at run time [55]. It is com-
monly implemented by instrumenting the program to be analyzed
so that it propagates taint labels. Such instrumentation employs a
tainting technique, that is, a mechanism to associate a taint label
to a value. That tainting technique determines how to access the
taint labels of values flowing into an operation and how to attach
taint labels, which are determined by the implemented propagation
semantics, to the values produced by that operation. Compared to
a static taint analysis, a dynamic taint analysis can use its access to
run-time data for more precise taint propagation and more versatile
instrumentation of taint sources and sinks. For example, a dynamic
taint analysis can support selective taint sources, propagate taint
according to the observed control flow, and access the actual val-
ues in taint sinks. While system-level approaches to dynamic taint
analysis exist [26, 29, 69], application-level dynamic taint analysis
can allow for a more fine-grained selection of taint sources and
sinks, e.g. specific functions or conditions instead of system calls.
Application-level dynamic taint analysis is commonly implemented
by extending a language runtime, by applying source transforma-
tions, or on top of a binary analysis platform. Some programming
languages, e.g., Ruby [13], Perl [12] and Ballerina [1], have limited
built-in support for marking values as tainted. They do not, how-
ever, feature adaptable propagation semantics and do not propagate
taint in native extensions.

Dynamic taint analysis is well suited to detect certain kinds of
injection vulnerabilities [41, 46, 62, 70]. Our running example from
Figure 1 also constitutes such a vulnerability. By using dynamic
taint analysis to track external data such as user input, data re-
trieved from the file system, from the network, or from untrusted

Truffle                          

TruffleTaint

Instrumentation Framework

Language Runtime

Taint Analysis Applications

Language Runtime...

Figure 3: TruffleTaint System Overview.

libraries, the eval function can detect when it is called with such
tainted data and throw an error instead of executing potentially
malicious code contained in it. In the Truffle AST shown in Figure 1
the flow of tainted data is depicted using dashed purple arrows. The
Figure assumes that, when the Truffle AST is executed, the value
stored in obj.secret is tainted because it originated from one of
the aforementioned external sources. The Figure further assumes
a propagation semantics which defines that a concatenated String
value is tainted if at least one of the String values used in the con-
catenation was tainted. Therefore, the concatenated String value
is tainted and when it used as input to eval the instrumentation
throws an error to prevent the code it contains from being executed.
Dynamic taint analysis also has applications to vulnerability detec-
tion in binaries [20], attack prevention [32, 37, 47, 54, 56, 57, 64, 68],
malware analysis [28, 46, 49, 65, 67], fuzz-testing [21, 22, 30, 34],
debugging [24], program comprehension [44, 45, 66], reverse engi-
neering [19, 25, 27], and other fields.

3 TRUFFLETAINT
In this paper we propose TruffleTaint, an extensible platform for
multi-language dynamic taint analysis built on top of GraalVM.
TruffleTaint applies language-agnostic tainting techniques in sepa-
rate runtimes for various programming languages. Each of these
runtimes provides support for language-specific instrumentations
that apply these generic techniques.2 By using a common taint-
ing technique, these instrumentations can share the taint labels
attached to values that cross the language boundary by traversing
from one runtime to another. As a result, a taint analysis applica-
tion built on top of TruffleTaint can target multiple programming
languages each with language-specific propagation semantics and
can track tainted data as it crosses language boundaries. If propa-
gation semantics for individual features or actions to be performed
in taint sinks are similar in multiple languages, these applications
can also reuse code between language-specific instrumentations.
TruffleTaint embraces this principle by providing a default propa-
gation semantics and implementation thereof for several features
often found in programming languages. This default semantics
and its implementation can be reused and extended to implement
language-specific propagation semantics.

An overview of TruffleTaint is shown in Figure 3. TruffleTaint is
implemented on top of Truffle and its instrumentation framework.
Truffle runtimes additionally integrate with TruffleTaint to support
its tainting techniques. TruffleTaint can be used to implement taint
analysis applications of various kinds. Such applications may target

2 Our previous work [38] suggested that a similar composition of language-agnostic,
language-specific and analysis-specific components can potentially be used for a
dynamic taint analysis platform. This paper describes in the form of TruffleTaint how
that suggestion can be realized in practice.
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Figure 4: Tainting techniques in TruffleTaint.

implementations of language-specific propagation semantics, taint
sources and taint sinks to semantic tags provided by the respective
language runtimes. TruffleTaint also provides language-agnostic
semantic tags for common language features such as variable write
or function call, which taint analysis applications may target as
well. Truffle runtimes support these tags alongside equivalent but
language-specific tags of their own. Targeting these tags can avoid
duplication of instrumentation code for a feature that appears in
multiple programming languages.

Taint analysis applications built on top of TruffleTaint implement
propagation semantics in terms of taint nodes. TruffleTaint provides
a base class for such taint nodes, which is itself an extension of Truf-
fle’s instrumentation nodes and implements TruffleTaint’s tainting
techniques. Taint nodes are inserted into the instrumented program
using Truffle’s instrumentation framework. When an instrumented
node returns a value, the corresponding taint node decides based
on its implemented propagation semantics whether that value is
tainted. If so, the taint node uses an appropriate tainting technique
to attach a taint label to that value. For each language-specific se-
mantic tag, and therefore for each language feature, as well as for
each language-agnostic tag, taint analysis applications can define
specialized taint nodes that implement the corresponding part of a
propagation semantics.

3.1 Taint Propagation
Taint nodes based on TruffleTaint use two language-agnostic taint-
ing techniques, which are illustrated in Figure 4. The first technique
is applied if an expression produces a tainted value that flows into
a potential language boundary. The taint node instrumenting that
expression combines both that value and the corresponding taint
label into a boxed value, and lets that boxed value flow into the
language boundary instead. Conversely, a taint node that instru-
ments an operation which reads such values, potentially in another
language, may split up boxed values and propagate the taint labels
stored in them using the second tainting technique instead. The
second tainting technique is used for operations that create new
values. Taint nodes instrumenting these operations allocate taint
slots, that is, special storage locations into which the taint labels of
their input values are stored directly. An input taint node, i.e., the
taint node that determines the taint labels of values that flow into

a certain expression, asks its parent taint node, i.e. the taint node
instrumenting that expression, which tainting technique to use.

TruffleTaint’s first language-agnostic tainting technique is based
on boxed values. This technique is applied to propagate taint for
operations that only move or store existing data. More specifically,
it is applied to propagate taint for values that are (1) written to a
field of an object, to an element of an array, or to a named symbol, (2)
used as argument to a function call, (3) returned from a function, or
(4) thrown as an exception. As is shown in Figure 4, taint nodes that
instrument such operations direct the corresponding input taint
nodes to employ boxing. This means that when such an input taint
node determines that the input value is tainted, it merges that input
value and the corresponding taint label into a boxed value. Figure 4
depicts boxed values, which consist of a value and an arbitrary
attachment3, as tuples of a value and the tainted label. The input
taint node returns that boxed value instead of the original input
value to the instrumented move or store operation. Truffle runtimes
need to accept boxed values as valid inputs to these operations as
part of their runtime support for TruffleTaint. Whether such an
input value is tainted can be determined by checking whether it is
a boxed value and contains a taint label as an attachment.

Operations that compute new values from their inputs typically
require a semantic understanding of these inputs. These operations
include, among others, arithmetic, conditional and bitwise oper-
ations and some builtin functions. To access these inputs, these
operations would need to internally unbox these values, i.e., ex-
tract the original values while ignoring the attachment objects. For
example, an integer addition needs to know the type and content
of its operands to produce a meaningful result, thus unboxing is
necessary. TruffleTaint permits such unboxing; the taint labels for
new values are determined and attached solely by taint nodes that
instrument the nodes which produce them. By keeping runtimes
and propagation semantics separate, TruffleTaint is not limited to a
single propagation semantics. Instead, each individual taint analysis
application can implement its own propagation semantics.

Boxing tainted values that flow into expressions which immedi-
ately unbox them would negatively impact TruffleTaint’s run-time
overhead due to many short-lived object allocations. To avoid this
overhead, TruffleTaint employs a separate tainting technique for
such expressions. Each taint node anyways allocates a taint slot,
that is, an object which can hold a taint label, for each input to the
expression it instruments. When that expression receives a boxed
value as input, the respective taint label is stored into the corre-
sponding taint slot until the taint node returns a value. When the
propagation semantics is applied to decide whether to taint that
value, the taint node can retrieve the taint labels of the inputs even
if these inputs were internally unboxed. In TruffleTaint’s second
tainting technique, the input taint nodes are directed to store the
taint labels for the respective input values into the taint slots of
their parent taint node directly. This way, unnecessary boxing can
be avoided. In practice, this second tainting technique also saves
implementation effort in Truffle runtimes. Since values are only

3While TruffleTaint currently supports only one taint label, the tainted flag, we plan
to eventually support arbitrary analysis-defined taint labels.
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boxed for operations that do not need to unbox them, other opera-
tions need not actually implement unboxing and can instead just
throw an exception if a boxed value occurs unexpectedly.

TruffleTaint enables the propagation of taint labels across lan-
guage boundaries by defining a common representation for boxed
values. TruffleTaint requires that tainted values may cross the
language boundary only in the form of a boxed value. Since the
instrumentations for the value-producing language and for the
value-receiving language use the same kind of boxed values, which
language produced the tainted value is irrelevant for the instru-
mentation. Scenarios in which tainted data may cross the language
boundary include (1) function calls to another language, (2) accesses
to a field or array element of an object defined in another language,
and (3) catching an exception thrown by another language. On the
value-producing side, taint nodes that instrument nodes which may
make data accessible to another language direct their input taint
nodes to box all tainted values flowing into these nodes. On the
value-receiving side, nodes that access values which could have
been tainted in another language may thus return boxed values.
The taint nodes instrumenting these nodes may unbox these values
and propagate the corresponding taint labels in some other way.
This unboxing is necessary if the propagation semantics determines
that these values should not be tainted and thus the taint labels
need to be removed. However, the respective parent taint nodes
may demand propagation by boxing too, in which case boxed values
that are still tainted need not be unboxed.

TruffleTaint uses boxing to propagate taint for all operations
which could make data accessible to another language, regardless
of whether they actually do. For example, call arguments are boxed
even if caller and callee are implemented in the same language.
Also, tainted values that are written to objects are boxed even if that
object is only ever accessed in the same language. Because of this,
language-specific taint nodes do not need to handle interactions
between multiple languages separately and language-specific taint
instrumentations can interact seamlessly.

TruffleTaint requires Truffle runtimes to support boxed values
as inputs for all nodes that move or store data and may thus be
instrumented by taint nodes that force such inputs. Conversely,
nodes that access this data again must be able to return boxed
values. Attachments also must not be lost or changed between data
being stored and being read again. For example, when a boxed value
is stored to a field of an object, the next time a node reads this field
it needs to get a boxed value with the same attachment. Similarly,
when builtins like LLVM’s memmove move or copy multiple values
the according attachments must be moved and copied, respectively,
as well. These restrictions allow Truffle runtimes various freedoms
in working with boxed values. One such freedom is the ability to
internally access the original values stored in boxed values, ignoring
the attachments. For example, a node that catches exceptions of
specific types may access the original exception object to determine
whether to catch or rethrow a boxed exception.

Another aspect of runtime support required by TruffleTaint is
the presence of semantic tags of sufficient detail. For example, tags
provided by a Truffle runtime must clearly separate operations that
move, read or store data from operations that create new data to
allow for selecting the correct tainting technique for each. Because
of this, in Sulong LLVM IR instructions are represented as nodes
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Figure 5: Taint propagation using boxed values and taint
slots in the example AST of Figure 1. Taint nodes are labeled
TN. Purple arrows indicate taint propagation via taint slots
while gray arrows indicate boxing or unboxing.

that read the inputs, which are children of the node that executes
the instruction, which is itself a child of the node writing the result.
Sulong provides separate tags for each of these nodes, even though
producing a value and storing that value in a frame slot are an
atomic action in LLVM IR. If value computation and value storage
could not be instrumented separately, instrumentation could not
apply taint labels to the value before it is stored. Truffle runtimes are
also required to provide semantic tags of sufficient detail to target
each semantic element of their respective language separately.

Using boxed values to propagate taint in function calls as well
as for arbitrary storage operations simplifies instrumentation code.
This simplification is most noticeable in terms of language support.
Truffle runtimes already implement the language-specific semantics
of many high-level operations. For example, storing a value to a
variable may involve traversing runtime-specific data structures for
a scope hierarchy. By boxing the value to store, the instrumentation
can delegate such implementation details of language-specific se-
mantics to the Truffle runtimes that already implement them. This
delegation also enables TruffleTaint to provide several language-
agnostic semantic tags for its default propagation semantics. Fur-
thermore, the boundary between value storage and function calls is
blurred in some languages. For example, in JavaScript objects can
defineGetter and Setter functions which are implicitly invoked to ac-
cess certain fields. Since instrumentation propagates taint for both
value access and function calls in the same way, this is supported by
default. Similarly, whether a local variable receives its value from
an expression or from a caught exception object is irrelevant.

Taint nodes implement the onResult function of instrumentation
nodes, which is referenced in Figure 2, to determine and propagate
the taint label of the produced value. More specifically, the following
steps are performed.

(1) Apply propagation semantics. Based on the propagation se-
mantics the taint label of the output value is computed. To do so,
the taint node can access the taint labels of the operation’s input
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values which are stored in the respective taint slots. The taint node
can also access the instrumented node’s input values as well as
the output value that is produced. Taint analysis applications can
implement taint sources and taint sinks in this step by tainting the
produced value or reacting to the inputs’ taint labels.

(2) Select tainting technique. The parent taint node is queried
which tainting technique to use to propagate the taint label for the
input value produced by the instrumented node.

(3) Update Taint Slots. If requested by the parent taint node, the
taint label of the value produced by the instrumented node is stored
into the corresponding taint slot. The concrete taint slot to use is
queried from the instrumented node’s parent’s taint node, which
may allocate that slot on demand. That parent taint node may react
to the particular taint label being stored, allowing it to perform
actions as a taint sink before the instrumented node is executed.

(4) Apply Boxing or Unboxing. If requested by the parent taint
node, the produced value is boxed or unboxed depending on the
value and its determined taint label. Some nodes that read data
(for example read accesses to local variables or function calls) may
produce a boxed value themselves. However, if the propagation
semantics determines that that value should not be tainted after all,
that value is unboxed.

Figure 5 illustrates how a potential taint analysis application
built on top of TruffleTaint propagates taint in order to prevent the
data leak in our running example from Section 2. The first node
to produce a value (i.e., the first String literal) produces a value
that is not tainted. This value flows into an expression that com-
putes new data, namely the String concatenation. The taint node
instrumenting the literal node, TNLit1 thus stores the correspond-
ing taint label, that is, an empty label, into a taint slot allocated by
TN+. Next, the value stored in the local variable obj is not tainted
and therefore the node reading it does not produce a boxed value.
The ReadField node allocates a taint slot to store that its input is
not tainted. ReadField returns a boxed value, which contains the
tainted taint label as an attachment, but the concatenation requires
its inputs to be unboxed. Thus that taint label is stored in a second
taint slot allocated by TN+. Like the first String literal, the second
one is not tainted either. The value returned by TN+ is tainted, but
will also be returned from getCode. TNRet therefore directs TN+
to box this value instead of allocating a taint slot. In the JavaScript
code, the value returned by the call to getCode is directly used
as an argument in another call and therefore remains boxed. As a
result, the node reading eval’s argument returns this boxed value.
The corresponding taint node, TNArд , unboxes it since the eval
builtin requires unboxed inputs. However, when TNeval receives
the tainted label for the String which contains the code to execute, it
can abort the program before that code would be executed.TNeval
thus acts as a taint sink that effectively prevents the secret value
that originated behind a language boundary from being leaked.

3.2 Propagation Semantics
TruffleTaint aims to support the implementation of arbitrary taint
propagation semantics. Taint analysis applications built on top of
TruffleTaint implement propagation semantics in terms of taint
nodes. Nodes that provide a specific semantic tag are instrumented
by taint nodes that implement the propagation semantics for the

Table 1: Language-agnostic semantic tags defined by Truffle-
Taint and expected tainting technique for each input.

Semantic Tag Input Values Tainting Technique
UnaryOp / BinaryOp Operands Taint Slot
WriteVar Value Boxed Value
ReadVar - -
WriteField Target Object Taint Slot

New Value Boxed Value
ReadField Source Object Taint Slot
WriteElt Target Object Taint Slot

Identifier Taint Slot
New Value Boxed Value

ReadElt Source Object Taint Slot
Identifier Taint Slot

Call Arguments Boxed Value
Call Target Taint Slot

ReadArg - -
Literal Elements Boxed Value
Cast Source Value Both
ControlFlow Various Per Control Flow Kind
Input/Expression/ Optional Taint Slot
Statement

Builtin Optional Per Builtin

specific language feature denoted by that tag. This requires taint
analysis applications to provide taint nodes for each semantic fea-
ture of each language they wish to support.

There are certain semantic features that often occur in various
programming languages. For example, most languages have a con-
cept of named variables and feature corresponding read and write
operations. TruffleTaint provides language-agnostic semantic tags
for many similarly generic operations, which are listed in Table 1.
Truffle runtimes annotate their nodes with these tags, which are
generic enough to enable various kinds of dynamic analyses. Tar-
geting instrumentation to these tags can avoid code duplication
if the actions to be performed for the corresponding features are
equivalent in multiple languages.

In addition to implementing a propagation semantics, each taint
node must also choose tainting techniques for the taint labels of
each input to the operation it instruments. As stated in Section 3.1,
this choice depends on the kind of instrumented operation and how
it processes the respective input values. Table 1 states appropriate
choices for each semantic tag defined by TruffleTaint.

TruffleTaint defines a default propagation semantics for the lan-
guage features covered by its language-agnostic semantic tags. Taint
propagation semantics for various languages often contain simi-
lar rules for these features, which form the basis of this default
propagation semantics. TruffleTaint also provides taint nodes that
implement this default propagation semantics and use the tainting
techniques stated in Table 1. By using this semantics and its imple-
mentation as a basis, the effort to support the full semantics of a par-
ticular programming language can be focused on language-specific
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features. We applied this default taint propagation semantics, ex-
tended to support some language specific builtins, to propagate
taint in LLVM IR, JavaScript and Python code.4

Our work focuses on propagating taint across language bound-
aries and thus completeness with regards to language features that
do not involve that boundary is out of scope. Nevertheless, Truf-
fleTaint’s language support is sufficient to analyze the non-trivial
JavaScript, Python and C benchmark programs we used in our eval-
uation. To cover all features of these languages, either specific taint
nodes can be implemented or the language-specific features can be
broken down to already supported features. The latter approach
may be desirable, e.g., for language features that constitute syntactic
sugar as it requires no additional taint nodes. However, this is not
possible for, e.g., features related to asynchronous execution, and
may increase the run-time analysis overhead due to the increased
number of instrumentation events.

In the following, we list the language-independent semantic tags
provided by TruffleTaint and describe TruffleTaint’s default taint
propagation semantics for nodes annotated with them.

UnaryOp& BinaryOp. These tags represent operations that com-
pute a new value based on one or two input values, respectively.
That output value is tainted if at least one of the input values is
tainted. The operator, such as + or !, is provided as metadata by
the instrumented node. Some taint analysis applications, such as
Cai et al. [20], require this metadata to determine, e.g., whether an
overflow occurred in the operation. Furthermore, it is not uncom-
mon in low-level taint analyses to drop taint when, e.g., a value is
XOR’d with itself or ANDed with a constant 0.

WriteVar & ReadVar. Nodes that provide either of these tags
access a named variable, e.g., a local variable, and provide the name
of that variable as metadata. Instrumentation delegates choosing
the correct variable and its corresponding storage location to the
instrumented node. Corresponding taint nodes ensure that tainted
inputs to write accesses are boxed, and that boxed values returned
from read accesses are unboxed depending on the parent taint
nodes’ choice of tainting technique.

WriteField & ReadField. Nodes that provide either of these
tags access a field of an object and provide the name of that field
as metadata. The first input to such nodes is the object whose
field to access. Instrumentation delegates the access scheme to
the instrumented node. Corresponding taint nodes ensure that
tainted inputs to write accesses are boxed, and that boxed values
returned from read accesses are unboxed depending on the parent
taint nodes’ choice of tainting technique. Values read from tainted
objects are also tainted.

WriteElt & ReadElt. Nodes that provide either of these tags
access an element of an array or a dynamic property of an object.
The first inputs to such nodes are the object which to access and
the identifier of the element or property to access. Corresponding
taint nodes ensure that tainted inputs to write accesses are boxed,
and that boxed values returned from read accesses are unboxed
depending on the parent taint nodes’ choice of tainting technique.
Values read from tainted objects are also tainted.

4Note that for reason of brevity in Figures 1 and 5 we omitted the Cast nodes and
reduced two nested BinaryOp nodes to a combined node for the String concatenation.

TruffleTaint currently ignores the taint status of element indices.
This decision for a propagation semantic is not uncommon. For
example, Araujo et al. [16] have found that ignoring the taint status
of a pointer when reading from it does not significantly reduce
analysis precision but instead reduces overtainting, and our de-
cision is to a similar effect. However, writing to a property of a
JavaScript object may, in fact, modify the object by adding that
property. Therefore, the presence or absence of a property on an
object already constitutes an implicit data dependency. Since sup-
porting implicit data dependencies is not in scope for TruffleTaint’s
reference implementation, this is an acceptable limitation. However,
in JavaScript it is also possible to iterate over all properties of an
object. By not storing taint labels for them, TruffleTaint misses an
explicit data dependency here. It would be possible to store taint
labels also for properties in addition to their values by requiring lan-
guage runtimes to support property identifiers with metadata, but
since this feature was not required to correctly run our benchmark
applications, its implementation is part of future work.

Literal. Nodes that provide this tag return a literal. Literals are
not tainted, but may contain values which are provided as boxed
inputs by the instrumented children of these nodes.

Call. Nodes that provide this tag perform a call to an either user-
defined or builtin function.While the call arguments are boxed since
the call target may be implemented in another language, the call
targets themselves are unboxed inputs to these nodes. The values
returned by these nodes, i.e., the values returned by the called
functions, are unboxed depending on the parent taint nodes’ choice
of tainting technique.

Builtin. Nodes that provide this tag implement a builtin and
provide the name of that builtin as metadata. As builtin functions
are language-specific per definition, taint analysis applications need
to provide a corresponding taint node for each builtin that is used in
programs they intend to analyze. Although languages often define
a large number of builtins, not all of them are frequently used. For
example, Rigger et al. [52, 53] found out that most software projects
in the C language only use a small subset of the inline assembly
and compiler-specific builtins available.

ReadArg.Nodes that provide this tag read an argument value that
their parent function or builtin was called with. Corresponding taint
nodes ensure that boxed argument values are unboxed depending
on the parent taint nodes’ choice of tainting technique.

ControlFlow. Nodes that provide this tag affect control flow.
The kind of this control flow, which may include conditions, loop
entry and exit, throw or catch statements, and function returns,
is provided as metadata. For reasons already stated, the inputs for
function returns and throws are boxed. Less generic kinds of control
flow, such as Python’s yield and JavaScript’s await keyword, can
be supported by language-specific taint nodes.

Cast.Nodes that provide this tag represent an explicit or implicit
type cast. Casting a value may entail calling a conversion function.
For example, adding a number and an object in JavaScript code
may involve executing a conversion function defined in the object.
Depending on the parent taint nodes’ choice of tainting technique,
taint nodes targeting this tag may unbox boxed values returned
from such internal calls. In general, the taint labels of the input
value are applied also to the output value.
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Input, Expression& Statement. Nodes that provide these tags
have no specifically defined semantics, but produce a value without
side effects. Such a value is tainted if the node producing it received
a tainted input. The presence of such nodes is a remnant of previous
support for Truffle’s instrumentation framework by certain Truffle
runtimes, such as GraalVM’s Python and JavaScript runtimes.

3.3 Platform Extensibility
TruffleTaint is intended as a platform to build various dynamic taint
analysis applications upon. This is suggested in Figure 3, and is also
the reason why TruffleTaint is implemented using the Truffle instru-
mentation framework rather than being integrated into Truffle and
the language runtimes based on it. Taint analysis applications can
change all aspects of TruffleTaint. This includes choosing whether
to use and extend the default propagation semantics or to use only
their own taint nodes. By providing taint nodes for certain lan-
guage features, taint analysis applications can also implement taint
sources and taint sinks.

To evaluate TruffleTaint, we implemented a reference taint anal-
ysis application on top of it. This reference application applies the
default propagation semantics, extends it with support for some
language-specific builtins, and additionally provides builtins for
each supported language which an instrumented program can use
to manually introduce and check for tainted values. These builtins
enable programs to query and change whether a value is tainted.
They are listed in Appendix A for reference.

Our reference taint analysis application supports JavaScript,
Python and LLVM-based languages such as C/C++ in the form
of LLVM IR. We modified GraalVM’s Truffle runtimes for LLVM
IR, JavaScript and Python code to support boxed values. We addi-
tionally extended the JavaScript and Python runtimes to provide
TruffleTaint’s language-agnostic tags. However, TruffleTaint’s tags
are intended to represent source-level operations, but Sulong does
not have enough information to instrument LLVM IR at this level.
Thus we instead targeted language-specific tags provided by Su-
long to instrument LLVM IR programs. Since TruffleTaint supports
this by design, the taint instrumentations for LLVM IR and for the
dynamic languages interact seamlessly. The instrumentation for
LLVM IR even reuses taint nodes from the default propagation
semantics for equivalent features in LLVM IR. For example, LLVM
IR-specific tags equivalent to Read-/WriteVar, Literal, Call, and
ReadArg are targeted with the same taint nodes. Random byte-wise
access to heap memory has proven to be the most significant dif-
ference between instrumentations. To support such read accesses,
Sulong takes advantage of the fact that TruffleTaint currently only
supports a single taint label. When Sulong reads multiple bytes and
finds that only some of them are boxed values, it can assert that all
these boxed values contain the same attachment. This attachment is
then used when boxing the result of that read operation. To enable
analysis-defined taint labels instead, TruffleTaint could provide an
API for merging such taint labels.

4 EVALUATION
TruffleTaint is a novel framework for dynamic taint analysis that
targets applications in which code of multiple programming lan-
guages interacts. For a taint analysis framework to be practical,
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Figure 6: Language interaction and taint flow in our multi-
language implementation of the NBody benchmark.

the imposed run-time overhead has to be low. Furthermore, bench-
marks should show the effectiveness of language interoperability.
However, existing benchmarks are normally designed to use only a
single programming language instead of multiple ones. To demon-
strate TruffleTaint’s capabilities we therefore implemented several
benchmarks from the Computer Language Benchmarks Game [3]
as a combination of C, JavaScript and Python code and adapted
them to operate on tainted data. These benchmarks are often used
to demonstrate the performance of a programming language im-
plementation by implementing a fixed algorithm in that language
and comparing the results to those achieved with other languages.
For our purposes, we developed multi-language versions of these
benchmarks5 that are aimed at stressing the performance of taint
propagation across multiple languages. These benchmarks show
that TruffleTaint is indeed capable of multi-language taint propa-
gation. To execute these benchmarks, we compiled the C code to
LLVM IR for execution on Sulong in managed mode [2, 14]. Our
benchmarks show that the tainting techniques we implemented in
TruffleTaint enable it to propagate taint across multiple languages,
and that TruffleTaint does not exhibit prohibitive slowdown in do-
ing so. In the following we will illustrate the structure of these
benchmarks and present initial performance numbers.

4.1 Cross-Language Taint Propagation
We demonstrate how we implemented our multi-language bench-
marks using theNBody benchmark as an example. NBody computes
the position and velocity of five celestial bodies in a star system after
a fixed time interval has elapsed for a certain number of times. We
implemented this benchmark using the C, JavaScript and Python
programming languages, and connected them using GraalVM’s
polyglot API which is also used in several Truffle runtimes to im-
plement the foreign function interfaces of the respective languages.
In our implementation, the planetary bodies are represented as
C structs which are allocated by LLVM IR compiled from C code
and are executed on Sulong. Each of these structs stores the cur-
rent position and velocity of the respective celestial body, which
are continuously updated by JavaScript and Python code. These
languages can access the structs as if they were objects native to
them. They do so in order to compute the new position and velocity
of each body based on the current values they can read from the
structs and store these new values back. The distribution of tasks
to languages in our multi-language benchmarks is arbitrary. As our
goal in these implementations was to stress language interactions

5The code of these benchmarks is available at https://github.com/jkreindl/taint-
benchmarks.

https://github.com/jkreindl/taint-benchmarks
https://github.com/jkreindl/taint-benchmarks
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of various kinds (as discussed in Section 3.1) and in both directions,
this distribution differs between benchmarks.

In our multi-language NBody benchmark, taint needs to be prop-
agated correctly across C, JavaScript and Python code as well as
across expressions, object properties and function calls. The flow
of tainted data between languages in the benchmark is also sum-
marized in Figure 6.

In C code. When the celestial bodies are initialized in C code,
their position values are tainted. These tainted values are stored
in memory allocated by the C code, which is executed by Sulong
in managed mode. A pointer to this allocated memory is passed to
the JavaScript code. Using GraalVM’s polyglot API (and Sulong’s
special support for this) the JavaScript code can interact with this
pointer as if the referenced object were an array of JavaScript
objects providing the same properties as the C structs. Note that,
while the structs partially contain tainted values, the pointer that
is passed to JavaScript is not tainted itself. However, the JavaScript
code accesses these tainted position values in order to compute the
distance between bodies.

In JavaScript code. In order to compute the distance between
two bodies, their x ,y and z coordinates are subtracted and the result
is stored in local variables. When reading these coordinates from
the C structs, TruffleTaint also accesses their taint labels. This taint
is then propagated across the subtraction expression and stored
it in local variables. These local variables are then read again and
passed as function arguments to the Python functions computing
new position and velocity values. This time, the arguments passed
in a cross-language call are tainted.

In Python code. The Python code receives the tainted distance
value, as well as the respective celestial bodies. The same mecha-
nism that enables JavaScript code to treat these structs as JavaScript
objects also enables Python code to treat them as Python objects.
The new position and velocity values are computed based on tainted
function arguments, and are therefore tainted themselves.

The benchmark harness verifies that taint is propagated cor-
rectly when our multi-language NBody benchmark is executed. It
introduces taint into the benchmark by tainting the initial position
values of the celestial bodies in C code, while the initial velocity
values are left untainted. After this initialization, the benchmark
only writes to the fields containing the velocity values in Python
code. If any part of the aforementioned taint propagation were to
drop taint, the velocity values would be untainted after the bench-
mark completes. Furthermore, if the taint propagation failed, the
final position values would not be tainted anymore, even though
they also always depend on the tainted original position values.
The benchmark harness considers the benchmark to have failed if
the benchmark produces an incorrect result, if the final position
values are not tainted anymore, and if the final velocity values are
not tainted. In doing so, it checks that the taint propagation did
not incorrectly interfere with the program semantics, that the taint
propagation did propagate the taint labels according to the present
data dependencies, and that it did not mistakenly drop taint. Since
TruffleTaint executes the benchmark successfully, we see that it
correctly propagates taint between (1) a read access to memory
allocated by C code performed in JavaScript, (2) expressions and
local variables in JavaScript and Python code, (3) a function call

between JavaScript and Python code, (4) a write access to mem-
ory allocated by C performed in Python code and (4) a memory
read performed in C code. Our other multi-language benchmarks
similarly introduce taint to data that is propagated throughout the
benchmark and verify that at the end of each benchmark all data
exhibits the appropriate taint labels.

4.2 Multi-Language Taint Propagation
Benchmarks and Tests

In addition to NBody, we also implemented several other bench-
marks of the Computer Language Benchmarks game to propagate
taint in multiple languages. More specifically, we selected the Bi-
naryTrees, FannkuchRedux, Fasta, Mandelbrot, NBody, and Spectral-
Norm benchmarks. Additionally, we implemented 3 separate ver-
sions of the NBody benchmark, which each exercise different styles
of language interactions. We implemented each of these bench-
marks in a combination of C and JavaScript code, a combination
of C and Python code, a combination of all three languages, as
well as in each of these languages individually. We selected these
combinations of languages since they commonly interact in real-
world programs. In node.js, programs are commonly implemented
in JavaScript, but make heavy use of node.js’ API which is largely
implemented in C++. Similarly, Python’s foreign function interface
is often used in popular Python libraries, such as numpy. Truffle-
Taint is able to execute all our benchmarks correctly, both in that
taint labels are propagated correctly and the benchmarks produce
the correct values.

Our multi-language benchmarks each exercise various kinds of
language interaction. In some benchmarks, tainted data is used
in function calls. In others, tainted data is stored in objects. Some
benchmarks exercise their workload in one language, but use ob-
jects of another language to store tainted values in. TruffleTaint
supports all constellations of language interactions.

We originally implemented taint propagation only for C and
JavaScript, but extending the propagation support to Python re-
quired only to implement taint nodes for the Python builtin func-
tions used in our benchmarks. Since the taint propagation logic
for the language-agnostic tags was already implemented, we only
needed to annotate the nodes provided by the Python runtime with
these tags. Besides these necessarily language-specific additions,
no further additions to the taint agent were required to execute
our benchmarks implemented in C and Python. Since Python is
a dynamically typed language, it even supported storing boxed
values in its data structures out of the box, which was also the case
for JavaScript. This ease of adding support for a new language il-
lustrates the effectiveness of TruffleTaint’s propagation capabilities
and the suitability of the default propagation semantics it defines.

We also implemented a number of language-specific unit tests to
test TruffleTaint’s functionality and verify its semantically correct
taint propagation.While these tests are limited in number and make
no claim to cover the entire semantics of any of these languages,
they do exercise the most elementary features of these languages as
well as all those language features used in our benchmarks. These
tests each use TruffleTaint’s reference taint analysis application’s
language-specific builtins to (1) taint a value, (2) exercise a syntactic
feature of the tested language using that value in any possible way,
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and (3) check that any values used in or created by this exercise
are appropriately tainted or not tainted. Each syntactic feature is
also exercised with multiple types of values which it can be used
with. For example, LLVM IR binary operations are tested with both
integer and floating point types of various bit widths.

4.3 Performance Evaluation
TruffleTaint imposes little slowdown when no taint is introduced
and is able to propagate taint with non-prohibitive slowdown. Ta-
ble 2 states the average slowdown TruffleTaint causes for each of
our benchmarks both when taint is actually introduced in a bench-
mark run and when it is not. The slowdown is computed relative
to the baseline of uninstrumented execution and is an average of
10 benchmark runs after appropriate warmup iterations.

The first number shown in Table 2 for each benchmark is the
slowdown caused by instrumenting the benchmark to propagate
taint, but not actually introducing taint. As tainted data often
reaches only few parts of a program [50], we specifically optimized
TruffleTaint’s implementation for this case, and plan to extend these
optimizations in the future. Our optimizations are proven effective
for this case, as some benchmarks exhibit almost no overhead. These
numbers rival even self-described fast taint propagation platforms
such as libDFT [36] and Decaf++ [26]. The speedup exhibited by
some benchmarks comes from the fact that certain instrumenta-
tions coincidentally lead GraalVM’s optimizing JIT compiler to
make better optimization choices, an effect that can be observed
also for other Truffle instruments [61].

The second number shown in Table 2 for each benchmark is
the slowdown caused by actually propagating taint. Depending on
the number and kind of taint propagation events, this slowdown
ranges between 5% and 4̃0x. This slowdown is partly caused by
implementation choices in the taint propagation and runtime sup-
port preventing GraalVM’s JIT compiler from performing certain
optimizations. We plan to address these issues in future work.

Overall, the benchmarks show that TruffleTaint achieves multi-
language taint propagation with non-prohibitive execution time
overhead. While dynamic taint analysis is often associated with
significant slowdown [43, 55], TruffleTaint limits this slowdown
to code that actually operates on tainted data. When no taint is
introduced, TruffleTaint exhibits better performance than state-of-
the-art platforms in some cases. While highly-optimized dynamic
taint analysis platforms such as libDFT [36] may exhibit less slow-
down when taint is introduced, TruffleTaint’s performance is still
in range of other taint analysis platforms such as Dytan [23], which
exhibits up to 50x slowdown.

5 FUTUREWORK
TruffleTaint is currently a prototype platform for dynamic taint
analysis with opportunities for future work in several directions.
We are developing TruffleTaint as a platform for our research in
the field of dynamic taint analysis. As part of this research we plan
to improve TruffleTaint with respect to its performance and taint
propagation capability, and to evaluate possible application areas.

We see significant potential in leveraging GraalVM’s dynamic
JIT compiler and its speculative optimization capabilities to opti-
mize taint propagation. Using this approach, we were already able

to significantly reduce TruffleTaint’s run-time overhead for cases
where no taint is introduced. We plan to devise new optimization
strategies for taint propagation that similarly benefit code in which
taint is propagated. In addition to optimizing TruffleTaint’s prop-
agation performance, we also plan to evaluate it in more detail
using larger and more diverse benchmark applications. Most of the
benchmarks we presented so far are CPU-bound, but we intend to
also evaluate IO-bound workloads such as file compression.

TruffleTaint currently supports the most common instructions
of LLVM IR as well as basic features of JavaScript and Python.
Missing functionality includes mostly builtins, but also features
related to asynchronous execution which may require more specific
instrumentation. Furthermore, certain kinds of loops and meta-
programming of the dynamic languages are currently not supported.
In general, our plan is to extend TruffleTaint’s language support as
required by the applications and benchmarks wewill use to evaluate
TruffleTaint in the future. Especially with regard to builtins this
means to focus on the most commonly used ones, rather than to
strive for completeness.

We also plan to apply TruffleTaint in practice. As we stated in Sec-
tion 2.2, dynamic taint analysis has many applications. We would
like to apply such existing applications to a multi-language environ-
ment. For example, tracing program inputs to aid delta debugging,
such as in Penumbra [24], may be useful in identifying bugs in
native extensions. Similarly, applying dynamic taint analysis to
debugging would allow for implementing value-specific stepping
strategies and breakpoints. We have also previously noted that
language boundaries could be used as a means to defeat a vulnera-
bility detection taint analysis, while TruffleTaint could avoid such
exploits. Data provenance is another possible application area. For
example, a system based on dynamic taint analysis to trace sensible
information in multi-language programs, perhaps even multi-host
systems and across database interaction, would have applications
for auditing in enterprise systems as well as to prevent the leak-
age of said data, e.g., personally identifiable information. Program
comprehension is another interesting area, where dynamic taint
analysis could, e.g., be used to collect information about how often
specific values cross the language boundary or where each part of
a value is often used, which may be of use to identify opportunities
for refactoring to improve performance. Another useful application
would be to infer data-flow specifications of libraries in order to
aid static taint analysis, which Taser [58], a dynamic taint analysis
implemented on top of GraalVM’s JavaScript-specific NodeProf [59]
analysis framework, has shown to be feasible. Multi-language dy-
namic taint analysis may also guide a fuzzer such as Angora [22]
more effectively for applications that use multiple languages.

Verifying correctness of taint propagation is a challenge for all
languages supported by TruffleTaint. Taint analyses tend to use
analysis-specific propagation semantics and usually do not provide
a test suite that TruffleTaint could be tested against. These analyses
usually argue for their correctness and coverage of language seman-
tics by presenting results such as found program vulnerabilities
or correctly reverse-engineered protocol format. One approach to
verify correctness of TruffleTaint could be to reimplement such pre-
vious applications of dynamic taint analysis on top of TruffleTaint
and reproduce the results of these applications.
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Table 2: Average slowdown of execution with taint propagation compared to uninstrumented execution.

Benchmark Slowdown for language combination (without tainted data / with tainted data)
C JS Python C & JS C & Python C & JS & Python

BinaryTrees 1.16x/1.79x 1.06x/1.28x 1.39x/1.93x 1.15x/1.84x 1.16x/1.75x 1.16x/1.96x
FannkuchRedux 1.00x/3.92x 1.06x/3.32x 1.41x/6.08x 1.29x/3.44x 1.00x/10.72x 1.19x/1.74x
Fasta 1.01x/2.52x 1.11x/1.31x 1.13x/1.28x 0.85x/1.59x 1.06x/1.27x 0.99x/1.05x
Mandelbrot 1.00x/15.44x 0.99x/11.96x 1.20x/40.37x 1.00x/18.94x 1.00x/19.36x 1.00x/20.49x
NBody 1 1.02x/19.36x 0.94x/11.81x 1.57x/17.96x 1.27x/1.22x 1.00x/1.18x 1.76x/3.74x
NBody 2 0.88x/5.74x 1.20x/7.30x 2.44x/16.00x 0.80x/1.16x 1.01x/1.23x 1.00x/1.20x
NBody 3 1.22x/11.04x 1.72x/8.08x 2.60x/16.68x 1.06x/15.72x 1.30x/3.10x 1.07x/5.49x
SpectralNorm 1.00x/6.46x 1.00x/2.23x 1.08x/2.06x 1.00x/7.73x 1.00x/4.77x 1.12x/1.41x

6 RELATEDWORK
Previous work on dynamic taint analysis is large in quantity but
has so far not directly addressed language interactions. Publications
mostly focus on specific programming languages, runtime environ-
ments or binary analysis platforms. Frameworks for implementing
taint analysis applications, while more generic, are also not geared
towards supporting language interactions.

Language-specific dynamic taint analysis systems typically treat
data flow outside of the targeted programming language as a black
box. For example, for language-embeddings such as node.js, the
instrumentation typically only supports the dynamic language
code [35, 58]. Some of these systems, e.g. Karim et al. [35], allow for
manual specification of the taint flow in the other language. Such
specifications can even take the form of complex models that take
into account dynamic data flow to some degree [33]. However, these
models have to be provided by users and cannot be guaranteed to
match the executed code. TruffleTaint, in contrast, does not require
such specifications and can instead observe the actual data flow.

On top of Graal.js, Staicu et al. [58] have implemented dynamic
taint analysis for JavaScript applications. Azadmanesh at al. [17]
have extracted data dependencies for offline analysis tools using
Truffle instrumentation. In contrast to these approaches, Truffle-
Taint, supports taint propagation across multiple languages as well
as adaptable propagation semantics, taint sources and taint sinks.

Multi-language taint analysis can be achieved by compiling all
involved code to the same intermediate representation or to na-
tive code and applying a dynamic taint analysis which targets that
representation. For example, the LLVM Dataflow Sanitizer (DF-
San) [9], which is part of the LLVM tool-chain [40], instruments
LLVM IR to propagate user-defined taint labels together with data.
Although DFSan’s API is limited to languages of the C family, it
can in principle support any language also supported by LLVM.
Similarly, Phosphor [18] can instrument Java bytecode to perform
taint propagation. Many languages can be compiled to LLVM IR
or Java bytecode [8, 15, 42, 51]. This approach to multi-language
taint tracking is similar to TruffleTaint in that all code is executed
using the same analysis platform. However, in contrast to this ap-
proach, TruffleTaint allows for language-level instrumentation and
can target specific language features in its taint sources, sinks and
propagation policy. Additionally, the reduced number and lower
granularity of instrumentation events compared to low-level instru-
mentation reduces excessive taint spread and run-time overhead.

Another approach to multi-language dynamic taint analysis is
to execute the runtime environments of all involved languages on
a binary analysis platform. DECAF++ [26] and libDFT [36] use
such platforms to implement dynamic taint analysis for native code.
While libDFT is an application-level analysis platform, DECAF++
is a whole-system analysis platform based on the QEMU emulator.
However, while this approach can support even applications whose
source code is not available, it does not allow for language-specific
propagation semantics without being tailored towards a specific
language runtime. In contrast, TruffleTaint allows for language-
specific instrumentation by design and could be extended to support
native code using a suitable Truffle runtime, e.g., by Pekarek [48].

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented TruffleTaint, a platform for dynamic taint
analysis in and across multiple languages. TruffleTaint employs
language-agnostic tainting techniques which enable it to propagate
taint labels in multiple languages even for data that crosses lan-
guage boundaries. Furthermore, we introduced a language-agnostic
core taint propagation semantics which can be reused when adding
support for another programming language. Moreover, TruffleTaint
can be extended to support additional programming languages and
taint analysis applications. TruffleTaint is currently capable of prop-
agating taint across code implemented in C, JavaScript and Python.
Evaluation using well-known benchmarks from the Computer Lan-
guage Benchmarks Game has shown that TruffleTaint exhibits little
run-time overhead in code that is not reached by tainted data. In the
future, we plan to improve TruffleTaint’s language support, taint
propagation functionality and performance as well as to apply it
in practice by implementing concrete taint analysis applications to
support multiple programming languages. We believe that Truffle-
Taint has the potential to become a premier platform for research
on multi-language dynamic taint analysis.
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Table 3: Builtins provided by the TruffleTaint reference instrument to represent taint sources and sinks.

Action C/C++ Function JavaScript/Python Function
Mark value as tainted __truffletaint_add_<type>((<type>) value) Taint.add(value)
Mark value as not tainted __truffletaint_remove_<type>((<type>) value) Taint.remove(value)
Check if value is tainted __truffletaint_check_<type>((<type>) value) Taint.check(value)
Throw error if value is not tainted __truffletaint_assert_<type>((<type>) value) Taint.assertTainted(value)
Throw error if value is tainted __truffletaint_assertnot_<type>((<type>) value) Taint.assertNotTainted(value)

A TRUFFLETAINT REFERENCE
INSTRUMENT

As stated in Section 3.3, TruffleTaint provides a reference imple-
mentation of a taint analysis application. This reference instrument
provides the user with builtins to facilitate the addition, removal,
and querying of taint labels for runtime values. In C/C++ code these
builtins can be accessed by calling intrinsified functions, which are
declared in a header file provided by the reference instrument. For
JavaScript and Python code, the reference instrument provides a
special module, named Taint, which exposes these builtins. Table 3
shows the available builtins and their function.
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